Guidelines for the standard USFP Capstone Paper
Students who have not opted into the new Master’s requirements can choose to fulfill their Capstone
requirement by either completing a Standard Capstone Paper or by participating in the U.S. Foreign
Policy Capstone Conference held in the Spring.
Purpose of Capstone papers: The aim is to challenge M.A. candidates to effectively synthesize elements
of knowledge they have gained and to demonstrate analytic, expository and explanatory abilities. This is
not meant to be a new research project but rather a demonstration of knowledge and skills learned. As
such, students can draw on prior work (e.g., SRP, internship paper, course work, M.A. thesis) but must
reformulate it to add new information, insights or interpretations.

Three types:
1) Professional policy paper (e.g., a mock memo on a policy topic with an analysis of a problem and
specific action items that offer a solution);
2) Applied theory (e.g., a case study which evaluates the applicability of various theories as explanations
for an event);
3) Political process (e.g., a case study which evaluates the role of domestic factors, the U.S. Congress,
and/or the interagency process as explanations for an event).

Procedures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The capstone paper is not for credit;
The length should be about 20 double-spaced pages (no more than 25 pages);
The student must first complete 18 credit hours before submitting the capstone;
The student must make arrangements with a core USFP faculty member 90 days before
submission of the capstone;
The capstone is graded on a “distinction – satisfactory – unsatisfactory” scale;
The capstone should be submitted with a cover sheet;
The bibliography should reflect previous related papers.

Timeline in practice:
•

Talk with various faculty members during the fall semester of your second year about possible
capstone topics.

•

•
•

The last week in January is the last possible initiation date. By this time, you will need to have
an agreement with a faculty member about a topic, and show some evidence (email or letter) of
this agreement to Kaitlin Capobianco.
By April 1st you should hand in a draft so that you will have time to revise if necessary
The final submission deadline will be the last day of classes

